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System support

- Support for the latest Apple operating system

macOS 10.12
Manipulate with speed

What’s new?

Studio Toolkit:
Use a nudge feature to position your shapes by eye quicker.
• Use the arrows keys to nudge up, down, left and right.
• Define desired unit of movement
Speed up adding 3D to 2D

What’s new?

Scriptable Structural Design:

- Additional scripting functionality added
- Import and place a structural design in an open Illustrator document
Studio Viewer Mobile - iOS

What’s new?

Now includes ALL Visualizer quality effects
Substrates:
• Textured, coated
• Foil boards
• Transparent material
• ...
Print effects:
• Hot & cold foils
• Matt, satin & gloss varnishes
• Embossing and debossing
• Holographics
• ...

Cloud storage
Manage and share 3D files with your favourite cloud storage service and access directly in the Studio Viewer app.
Named User Licensing

Subscription
What are named user licenses?
- License is linked to a user instead of a device
- Purchase and manage subscriptions centrally
- User management is done via online portal

What is the difference with network licenses?
- Used by different users by closing the application
- Everyone that has access to the license server can take any license (no guaranteed access)
Why named user licenses?

- Users will have their own single identity
- In the future access all Esko software on the desktop and in the Esko Cloud, data, ...
- Industry standard for SaaS
  - (Software as a Service)

We looked at 14 leading SaaS companies, most of them offer named users...
Named User Licensing

The benefits

- Simplified license management
  - No more licenses!
    - No activation, product keys, HTML-files
  - Online user management
    - No need to access each individual computer

- More flexibility
  - User management can be centralized
    - No site restrictions
  - Licenses follow the user wherever they go!
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